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Detailed Syllabi

M. Tech in VLSI Design
Semester 1
Theory (CORE): 05
Lab: 02

SEMESTER 1 | Subject: Analog IC Design | CORE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
In the past three decades, CMOS Technology has rapidly embraced the field of analog
integrated circuits, providing low-cost, high performance solutions and rising to dominate
the market. CMOS processes have emerged as a viable choice for the integration of
today’s complex mixed signal systems. Analog circuit design has evolved from high
voltage, high power analog circuits processing small, continuous signals to low voltage,
low power systems processing large, mostly discrete time signals.

Learning Outcomes:
At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● Design MOSFET based analog integrated circuits ●
Analyze analog circuits at least to the first order ●
Appreciate the trade-offs involved in analog integrated
circuit design ● Understand and appreciate the
importance of noise and distortion in analog circuits.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (7 lectures): Analog circuits in VLSI, overview of circuit performance comparison in Bipolar, BiCMOS and CMOS
technologies; CMOS device fundamentals: Basic MOS models, device capacitances, parasitic resistances, substrate models,
transconductance, output resistance, channel length modulation, body effect, fT, frequency dependence of device parameters,
device parameters in subthreshold operation;
Module 2 (19 lectures): Analog building blocks: MOS current mirror, cascade current mirrors, bandwidth analysis of current
mirrors, output impedance of CM, use of CM as active load, bandgap references, impact of device mismatch, single stage amplifier
configurations, cascode stage, Transconductance amplifier, frequency response, differential amplifiers with MOS loads, device
mismatch effects, frequency response of differential amplifiers, folded cascode amplifier,
Module 3 (13 lectures): Operational amplifiers: Performance parameters, one stage and two stage op-amp, pole-zero
compensation, gain boosting, active compensation, input range, slew rate, noise in op-amp; Current mode circuits: Introduction,
internal structures, applications; Non-linear analog blocks: Comparators, charge pump circuits and multiplier; non-linearity
cancellation in MOS circuits; Noise in VLSI circuits, Introduction to Switched Capacitor circuits.
Text:
● Design of Analog CMOS Integrated Circuits, Behzad Razavi, McGraw Hill Indian Edition (2nd Edition), 2017.
Reference:
● CMOS Circuit Design, Layout and Simulation, R. Jacob Baker, Wiley IEEE Press, 3rd Edition, 2010.
● CMOS Analog Circuit Design , Phillips E. Allen and Douglas R. Holberg, Oxford Press International Edition, 3rd Edition, 2012.
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SEMESTER 1 | Subject: CAD for VLSI | CORE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will learn the fundamentals
of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for the
modeling, design, analysis, test, and verification of
digital VLSI systems. This is a demanding topic for
industries working in VLSI domain.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● Acquire knowledge about CAD tools used for digital VLSI design, digital logic simulation and
physical design, including test and verification ● Model digital systems at different levels of
abstraction ● Simulate and verify a design ● Transfer a design from a version possible to
simulate to a version possible to synthesize ● Develop understanding of FPGA CAD flow for
design and implementation.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (8 lectures)
Evolution of design automation; CMOS realizations of basic gates. Behavioral, structural and physical models, design flow, Types of
CAD tools, introduction to logic simulation and synthesis.
Module 2 (11 lectures)
Syntax, hierarchical modeling, HDL construct, simulator directives, instantiating modules, gate level modeling, Event based and
level sensitive timing control, memory initialization, conditional compilation, time scales for simulation.
Module 3 (8 lectures)
Delay, switch level modeling, user defined primitive (UDP), memory modeling, Static timing analysis.
Module 4 (7 lectures)
Logic synthesis of HDL construct, technology cell library, design constraints, Synthesis of HDL construct, Various optimization
techniques, design size.
Module 5 (5 lectures)
Commercial FPGA architecture, LUT and routing architecture, FPGA CAD flow, Typical case studies.
Text:
● S. H. Gerez, “Algorithms for VLSI Design Automation”, John Wiley & Sons Publisher, 2nd Edition, 2008. ● Z. Navabi, “Digital
Design and Implementation with Field Programmable Devices”, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2005.
References:
● Giovanni De Micheli, “Synthesis and Optimization of Digital Circuits”, McGraw. Hill Publisher, 1994. ● Naveed Shervani,
“Algorithms for VLSI Physical Design Automation”, Springer International Edition, 3rd Edition, 2005. ● Samir Palnitkar, "Verilog
HDL: A Guide to Digital Design and Synthesis (2nd Edition)", Pearson Publisher, 2003. ● Wayne Wolf, "FPGA-Based System Design",
Pearson Publisher, 2004.

SEMESTER 1 | Subject: Digital IC Design | CORE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy: The course is designed to give
the student an understanding of the different design
steps required to carry out digital VLSI (Very-LargeScale Integration) design in silicon.

Learning Outcomes: ● This course covers basic theories and techniques of digital VLSI design
in CMOS technology ● In this course, we will study the fundamental concepts and structures of
designing digital VLSI systems including CMOS devices and circuits, CMOS design rules, static
and dynamic logic structures, and VLSI architecture.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (9 lectures): Review of basic MOS structure, I-V Characteristics, MOS as load, use of Si in VLSI; Sheet resistance of
layers, area capacitance of layers, CMOS process flow, latch-up in CMOS inverter, short channel effects, design rules and layout.
Module 2 (8 lectures): Inverter Properties: static nMOS, CMOS and BiCMOS inverters, design aspect, switching threshold and
noise margin concepts and their evaluation, dynamic behavior, power consumption; MOSFET scaling - constant-voltage and
constant-field scaling.
Module 3 (8 lectures): CMOS Combinational Logic: static CMOS design, pass transistor logic, dynamic logic, speed, power and
noise in dynamic logic, cascading dynamic gates, domino logic, driving large capacitive loads, propagation delay models, wiring
capacitances;
Module 4 (3 lectures): CMOS Sequential Logic: static latches and registers, MUX based latches, S-R FF, dynamic latches and
registers;
Module 5 (3 lectures): Clocking of Circuits: Classification of clocking schemes, clock distribution techniques, problems in single
phase and two phase clocking;
Module 6 (8 lectures): Subsystem Design: design of ALU building blocks such as adder and multiplier, area-time trade-off, power
consumption; Semiconductor Memories: static RAM; dynamic RAM; ROM, flash memory
Text:
● Sung-Mo Kang & Yusuf Lablebici, “CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits, Analysis & Design”, TMH 4 th Edition.
● Douglas A. Pucknell & Kamran Eshraghian, “Basic VLSI Design”, PHI, 3rd Ed. 2005.
Reference:
● John P. Uyemura, “Introduction to VLSI Circuits and Systems”, Wiley-India Latest Edition.
● David A. Hodges, Horace G. Jackson and Resve A. Saleh, “Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits in deep submicron
technology”, TMH Edition (Latest).
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SEMESTER 1 | Subject: Mathematical and Simulation Techniques | CORE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
The 5 modules of the course exposes the students to some of the popular tools required for optimization, mathematical analysis, modeling and design
through simulations. Monte Carlo simulations find applications in IC design, communication engineering and quantum mechanics. Estimation theory as
well signal transforms are being considered as elements of “machine learning”, it is highly relevant for researchers in pre-processing of data, feature
extraction, and inferring parameters from data gathered from measurements or simulations, and is extremely important within communication and
signal processing. Queuing theory Mathematical models for complex systems are rarely solvable analytically, and algorithms for numerical methods
based on computational mathematics needs to be understood by researchers in many problem domains. Queuing theory provides a rich and useful set
of mathematical models for the analysis and design of service process for which there is contention for shared resources and provides the student with a
framework to compute performance metrics in networking and other similar problems. Several commercial software use the various modules forming a
part of the course.

Course Structure (40 Lectures)

** Out of 5 modules, any 4 modules may be floated

Module 1 (10 lectures)
Introduction to the course, Filtering techniques for signal estimation, Monte Carlo simulation method, Fast computation of
Transforms, Tutorials.
Module 2 (10 lectures)
Root finding techniques, Review of Solution of ordinary and partial differential equations, Numerical methods for solution of
differential equations, Numerical integration methods, Tutorials.
Module 3 (10 lectures)
Introduction to Finite element method, Boundary point method, Finite difference method, Discretization of differential equations,
Tutorials.
Module 4 (10 lectures)
Introduction to Variational technique, Finite Difference Time Domain method, Mode matching method, Tutorials.
Module 5 (10 lectures)
Optimization Techniques, Queuing models.
Books (for individual modules): ● W. H. Press, S. A. Teukolsky, W. T. Vellerling and B. P.,Flannery.,"Numerical Recipes",Cambridge University Press. ●
Monson H Hayes, "Statistical Digital Signal Processing and Modeling",John Wiley & Sons ● B.S Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", 42nd Edition,
Khanna Publishers 2012. ● Erwin Kreyszig, "Advanced Engineering Mathematics", 10th Edition, John Wiley 2010. ● David Kincaid and Ward Cheney,
"Numerical Analysis: Mathematics of Scientific Computing", 3rd Edition, American Mathematical Society 2010. ● Atef Z. Elsherbeni and Veysel Demir,
“The finite-difference time-domain method for electromagnetics with matlab simulations”, Scitech Publishing Inc. 2nd Edition.

SEMESTER 1 | Subject: MOS Device Physics and Modeling | CORE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
 Builds the knowledge-base on the physics of MOS devices which is
essential to understand the device characteristics which is
undoubtedly helpful to have a place in the semiconductor industry.
 Provides the foundation for the use of device models in circuit
analysis and design tools and motivation for life-long learning.

Learning Outcomes:
 Learn to apply suitable approximations and techniques to derive the
model starting from drift-diffusion transport equations.
 The subject will also offer clues to qualitative understanding of the
physics of a new device and conversion of this understanding into
equations.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (5 lectures): Semiconductor theory: Evolution of semiconductors, energy band model, Fermi level, Fermi potential,
generation and recombination, concept of quasi-Fermi level. Poisson’s equation, Transport and Continuity equations.
Module 2 (5 lectures): MOS transistor structure and operation:
Evolution of MOSFET, Lilienfield Model, theory and operation, punch through, MOS intrinsic and extrinsic capacitances, Large and
small signal models, SPICE model, source/drain resistance evaluation.
Module 3 (8 lectures): MOS capacitor: C-V characteristics, effect of metal work function, oxide and interface trapped charges,
concept of accumulation, depletion and inversion with the help of energy band diagrams. Threshold voltage.
Module 4 (9 lectures): MOSFET DC models: Pao-Sah model, charge sheet model, piece-wise linear model, models for depletion
devices, carrier mobility models in deep-submicron and nanoscale dimensions, short geometry models.
Module 5 (8 lectures): Dynamic models: Intrinsic charges and capacitance, Meyer’s model, quasi-static and non-quasi-static
model, low frequency modeling of MOS transistors, high frequency modeling of MOS transistors.
Module 6 (4 lectures):
SPICE MOSFET models: Level 1, 2, 3 and 4 models and their comparison. Statistical modeling: Model sensitivity, principal factor
method, principal component analysis, regression models.
Text:
● N. D. Arora, MOSFET Models for VLSI Circuit Simulation, Springer-Verlag
● S.M. Sze & Kwok K. Ng, Physics of Semiconductor Devices, Wiley.
References: ● Y. Taur and T.H. Ning, “Fundamentals of Modern VLSI Devices”, Wiley
● M.S.Tyagi, “Introduction to Semiconductor Materials and Devices”, Wiley India Pvt.Ltd.
● Y. P. Tsividis, “Operation and Modelling of the MOS Transistor”, McGraw-Hill. 3rd Edition.
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SEMESTER 1 | LAB: Device Simulation Lab | L-T-P : 0-0-2
Course Philosophy:
 Use of TCAD simulator to analyze the semiconductor device physics
particularly an insight to the physics of MOSFET and to observe the
behavior of the devices, students learned in theoretical course.
 Familiarization with different processes for fabrication of semiconductor
devices through simulation.
 Design of novel device structure for desired application

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
 Students will learn to simulate semiconductor device using TCAD
 With this course, students will be able to analyze the performance of
semiconductor devices, MOSFET in particular.
 Students will be able to design and propose some advanced structure
for MOSFET of desired performance.

Course Structure
(Practical : 12 Lab Days | Exam : 02 Lab Days)
Unit I (3 Lab Days)
Introduction of TCAD simulator. Simulation of abrupt p-n junction diode and p-n junction diode with Gaussian doping profile, using
TCAD and analysis of performance of the device with the variation of different material and device parameters. Design of p-n
junction diode for specific application e.g., for tunneling.
Unit II (3 Labs Days)
Structural simulation of JFET and MOSFET (long channel and short channel) using TCAD and analysis of their performance in terms
of different device and material parameters .
Unit III (4 Lab Days)
Review of different semiconductor processes. Process simulation of devices e.g., JFET, MOSFET, double gate FET, SOI-MOSFET etc.
using TCAD. Detail analysis of performance of the devices for different processes and different structures.
Unit IV (Assignments: 2 Lab Days)
Design of some advanced MOSFET structure of desired performance based on the analysis and verification through Process and
device simulation using TCAD.

SEMESTER 1 | LAB: HDL and EDA Lab | L-T-P : 0-0-3
Course Philosophy:
The goal of this lab is to describe the
simulation and synthesis of digital systems
using Hardware
Description Languages (HDL) and explain its
various abstraction levels.

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
 Write efficient hardware designs both in VHDL and Verilog and perform high-level HDL
simulation.
 Carry out basic digital design flows.
 Explain different levels of abstraction with the programming examples.

Course Structure
(Practical : 12 Lab Days | Exam : 02 Lab Days)
Unit I (3 Lab Days)

Introduction to VHDL; Familiarization with EDA tools for VLSI: Xilinx ISE Design Suite/Vivado; Digital design using FPGAs;
Introduction to simulation and synthesis;
Unit II (6 Lab Days)
Simple combinational circuit design with VHDL/Verilog: Basic gates, Half and Full adder, multiplexer, decoders, tri-state gates and
so on; Design of: 4-bit parallel adder and subtractor, BCD Adder, multiplier; Design of latches and flip-flops and sequential circuits;

Unit III (3 Lab Days)
Design of small scale practical systems, such as, Package sorter/Traffic Light Controller.
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Detailed Syllabi

M. Tech in VLSI Design
Semester 2
Lab: 02
Theory (D Electives): 03
Theory (Open Elective): 02

SEMESTER 2 | LAB: Circuit Simulation Lab | L-T-P : 0-0-3
Course Philosophy:
 With this course students will learn schematic and layout
design of fundamental analog building blocks like current
mirrors, single stage, differential and operational in
Cadence Virtuoso and Assura Suite

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
 learn to simulate semiconductor device using TCAD
 analyze the performance of semiconductor devices, MOSFET in particular.
 design and propose some advanced structure for MOSFET of desired performance.

Course Structure
(Practical : 12 Lab Days | Exam : 02 Lab Days)
Unit I (4 Lab Days)
Familiarization with VLSI CAD Tool(s); Familiarization with a typical custom IC design flow; Schematic design of a CMOS Inverter.
Obtain the DC transfer characteristics and transient response for different widths and temperature conditions using parametric
analysis; Layout design of a CMOS Inverter Perform DRC, LVS, RCX. Obtain the DC transfer characteristics and transient response
for different widths and temperature conditions and compare with the values obtained earlier.
Unit II (3 Lab Days)
Extraction of Logical effort and parasitic delay of a CMOS inverter; Design and characterization of D-Latch and FlipFlop in CMOS
Technology; Small signal parameter extraction of MOSFET; Extraction of Threshold voltage and Transition frequency of MOSFET by
varying channel lengths.
Unit III (5 Lab Days)
Design of: Cascode, Wilson and Regulated cascode Current Mirrors; Single stage amplifiers (common source with diode connected
and current source load, cascode and source followers); Differential amplifiers (current source load and active current mirror load);
Operational Amplifiers; Noise analysis of Single stage, Differential and Operational Amplifiers designed in the previous
Experiments.
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SEMESTER 2 | LAB: Physical Design and EDA Lab | L-T-P : 0-0-3
Course Philosophy:
The goal of this lab is to get a working knowledge on
the use of industrial state-of-the-art EDA (Electronic
Design Automation) tools and design kits for the
design of digital integrated circuits.

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
 Carry out basic digital design flows.
 Manipulate state-of-the-art industrial EDA tools and design kits
 Apply typical EDA-based design techniques.

Course Structure
(Practical : 12 Lab Days | Exam : 02 Lab Days)
Unit I (6 Lab Days)
Introduction to HDL Test Benches; Test Bench-based digital design verification of combinational circuits (Basic gates, Half and Full
adder, binary multiplier, multiplexer, decoders, tri-state gates, ALU and so on) and sequential circuits (D-FF, J-K FF, Counter, FSM
and so on)
Unit II (2 Lab Days)
Familiarization with Backend Design Flow; Backend (Post-synthesis, Post-map and Post-Place and Route) simulation; Writing User
Constraint File (UCF) file; FPGA clocking; Configuring FPGA;
Unit III (4 Lab Days)
Implementation of simple designs on FPGA; Design examples for interfacing FPGA board components (LEDs, GPIO switches, LCD
etc.); Hardware debugging.

Hardware + Software

SEMESTER 2 | Subject: Advanced CMOS Devices and Technology | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P:3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will be explored to develop the ways
of designing Advanced semiconductor and CMOS devices which
are the basic building blocks for scheming large scale integrated
circuits.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● Categorize the availability of various advanced CMOS devices. ● Determine the
different phenomena by which important essential parameters can be enhanced. ●
Realize how to optimize power consumption occurring through the studied CMOS
devices.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (10 Lectures)
History of Si technology. Review of CMOS scaling. Problems with traditional geometric scaling. Power crisis.
Mobility enhancement techniques: Review of stress and strain and how it affects band structure of silicon. Types and realization of
stress elements. Problem with stress elements.
Module 2 (15 Lectures)
Metal-high k gate; Emerging CMOS technologies– FINFETs, Multi-gate transistors. Ways of realization. Fabrication issues and
integration challenges, heterostructure (III-V) and Si-Ge MOSFETs. Two dimensional scaling theory of single and multigate
MOSFETs, generalized scale length, quantum confinement and tunneling in MOSFETs, velocity saturation, carrier back scattering
and injection velocity effects, scattering theory of MOSFETs.
Module 3 (14 Lectures)
Si and hetero-structure nanowires MOSFETs, carbon nanotube MOSFETs, quantum wells, quantum wires and quantum dots; Single
electron transistors, resonant tunneling devices. CMOS logic power and performance, voltage scaling issues.
Text:
● S. Sharma, "Advance Semiconductor Devices", Published by S.K. Kataria & Sons, 2016
References:
● Simon M. Sze , Ming-Kwei Lee, "Semiconductor Devices: Physics and Technology 3rd Edition", Wiley; 3 edition, 2012.
● Donald A. Neamen, "Semiconductor Physics and Devices", 4th Edition, Published by McGraw-Hill, 2011.
● Quantum processes in semiconductors, B. K. Ridley, 2nd Edition, Clarendon Press Oxford 1999.
● Advanced Semiconductor Fundamentals, Robert F. Pierret, 2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 2002.
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SEMESTER 2 | Subject: ASIC DESIGN | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
This course focuses exclusively on digital CMOS Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) systems design and
automation. The ASIC physical design flow, including logic
synthesis, floor planning, placement, clock tree synthesis and
routing will be presented

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● understand the design flow of different types of ASIC ● get familiarize with the
different types of programming technologies and logic devices ● gain knowledge
about partitioning, floor planning, placement and routing including circuit extraction
of ASIC ● analyse the synthesis, Simulation and testing of systems ● know about
different high performance algorithms and its applications in ASIC.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (11 lectures)
Types of ASICs, VLSI Design flow, Programmable ASICs - Antifuse, SRAM, EPROM, EEPROM based ASICs. Programmable ASIC logic
cells and I/O cells. Programmable interconnects. Latest Version - FPGAs and CPLDs and Soft-core processors.
Module 2 (10 lectures)
Trade off issues at System Level: Optimization with regard to speed, area and power, asynchronous and low power system design.
ASIC physical design issues, System Partitioning, Power Dissipation, Partitioning Methods. ASIC floor planning, Placement and
Routing.
Module 3 (10 lectures)
System-On-Chip Design - SoC Design Flow, Platform-based and IP based SoC Designs,
Basic Concepts of Bus-Based
Communication Architectures, On-Chip Communication Architecture Standards, Low-Power SoC Design
Module 4 (8 lectures)
High performance algorithms for ASICS/ SoCs as case studies – Canonic Signed Digit Arithmetic, Distributed Arithmetic, High
performance digital filters for sigma-delta ADC, USB controllers
Text: ● M.J.S .Smith, - “Application - Specific Integrated Circuits” – Pearson Education, 2003.
References: ● H.Gerez, “Algorithms for VLSI Design Automation”, John Wiley, 1999 ● J..M.Rabaey, A. Chandrakasan, and
B.Nikolic, ”Digital Integrated Circuit Design Perspective (2/e)”, PHI 2003 ● D. A.Hodges, “Analysis and Design of Digital
Integrated Circuits (3/e)”, MGH 2004 ● Hoi-Jun Yoo, Kangmin Leeand Jun Kyong Kim, “Low-Power NoC for High-Performance
SoC Design”, CRC Press, 2008 ● S.Pasricha and N.Dutt,” On-Chip Communication Architectures System on Chip Interconnect,
Elsveir”, 2008

SEMESTER 2 | Subject: Current Mode Analog Circuits | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will learn the advantage of current
mode circuits over their voltage mode counterparts, along with
different analog building blocks based on current mode
approach and their applications in signal processing circuit

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● compare current mode circuits over voltage mode counterparts ● understand Translinear principle for current mode circuits along with concept of nullator and norator ●
understand the properties of different current mode analog building blocks utilizing BJT
& CMOS techniques ● apply current mode approach in VLSI signal processing circuits.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (10 Lectures)
Introduction to current mode circuits: Introduction, comparison of current mode circuits with voltage mode circuits;
Current mode circuits: Principle of operation, trans-linear principle, concept of nullator and norator, advantages, applications;
Some current mode circuits: vector difference circuit, TL one quadrant squaring circuit, absolute value circuit, TL multiplier/divider.
Module 2 (12 Lectures)
Some BJT and MOS based current mode Building blocks: CCI, CCII, CCCII, CCCII (-IR), OTRA, internal structures, principle of
operation; port relationship, analysis and applications;
Multi-output current conveyors: Construction, advantages, applications
Module 3 (17 Lectures)
Transconductance Amplifier: Internal structure and analysis, use of transconductance amplifier as variable resistance, inductance
simulator, oscillator and filter; Non-linear applications: Schmitt trigger, multiplier; Operational Mirror Amplifier(OMA): principle of
operation, applications as voltage controlled current source , current controlled current source, voltage controlled voltage source,
current controlled voltage source, high CMRR instrumentation amplifier
Text:
● Analogue IC design : the current-mode approach / edited by C. Toumazou, F.J. Lidgey & D.G. Haigh , Institution of Engineering
and Technology, 1993. ● Current conveyors : variants, applications and hardware implementations / Raj Senani, D.R. Bhaskar, A.K.
Singh, Switzerland : Springer International Publishing, 2015.
References:
● Current Feedback Operational Amplifiers and Their Applications, Senani, R., Bhaskar, D., Singh, A.K., Singh, V.K.,Springer, 2013
Analog Circuits and Signal Processing, Ismail, Mohammed, Sawan, Mohamad, Springer.
● Current-Mode VLSI Analog Filters: Design and Applications, Mohan, P.V. Ananda, Springer, 2003.
● CMOS Current-Mode Circuits for Data Communications, Fei Yuan, Springer, 2007
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SEMESTER 2 | Subject: Low Power VLSI | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
This course deals with the design issues of low power circuits in
digital perspective. In this course, MOS transistor modelling is
emphasized for low power applications. After completing this course
the student have thorough knowledge of modelling of various MOS
parameters and SPICE simulation for low power applications,
correlation analysis in DSP systems, Monte Carlo simulation and low
power memory design.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able
to: ● analyze the need for low power VLSI circuits ● understand dynamic
and static power dissipation and factors affecting them ● recognize Role of
simulation possible at various levels of design ● define Relationship of
probability while calculating power dissipation of circuits ● apply Power
reduction techniques possible at circuit ,logic level ● analyze Clock as a
major source of power dissipation and distinguish various methods to
reduce it.

New Elective Course (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (6 lectures) : Introduction: Need for low power VLSI chips, Sources of power dissipation on Digital Integrated circuits.
Emerging Low power approaches. Device & Technology Impact on Low Power: Dynamic dissipation in CMOS, Transistor sizing &
gate oxide thickness, Impact of technology Scaling, Technology & Device innovation.
Module 2 (9 lectures) : Simulation Power analysis: SPICE circuit simulators, gate level logic simulation, capacitive power
estimation, static state power, gate level capacitance estimation, architecture level analysis, data correlation analysis in DSP
systems, Monte Carlo simulation. Probabilistic power analysis: Random logic signals, probability & frequency, probabilistic power
analysis techniques, signal entropy.
Module 3 (8 lectures) : Low Power Circuits: Transistor and gate sizing, network restructuring and Reorganization. Special Flip
Flops & Latches design, high capacitance nodes, low power digital cells library. Logic level: Gate reorganization, signal gating, logic
encoding, state machine encoding, pre-computation logic..
Module 4 (8 lectures) : Low power Architecture & Systems: Power & performance management, switching activity reduction,
parallel architecture with voltage reduction, flow graph transformation, low power arithmetic components.
Module 5 (8 lectures) : Low power Clock Distribution: Power dissipation in clock distribution, single driver Vs distributed buffers,
Zero skew Vs tolerable skew, chip & package co design of clock network. Special Techniques: Power Reduction in Clock networks,
CMOS Floating Node, Low Power Bus Delay balancing, and Low Power Techniques for SRAM.
Text: ● G.K.Yeap, Farid N.Najm, “Low Power VLSI design and technology”, World Scientific Publishing, 1996. ● Gary K.Yeap, “Practical
Low Power Digital VLSI Design”, Kluwer Academic Press, 1998. ● Kaushik Roy, Sharat Prasad, “Low-Power CMOS VLSI Circuit Design”
Wiley, 2009. References: ● A.P.Chandrakasan, R.W.Broderson, “Low Power Digital VLSI Design”, IEEE Press, 1998. ● Jan M.Rabaey,
Massoud Pedram, “Low power Design methodologies”, Kluwer Academic Press, 1996. ● Michael Keating, David Flynn “ Low Power
Methodology Manual for System On-Chip Design” Springer Publication 2007.

SEMESTER 2 | Subject: On-Chip Interconnects | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
To provide in depth knowledge of interconnect modeling and
performance analysis; introduction and analysis of futuristic
material based interconnects such GNRs, CNTs and so on.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the student must be able to
● quantify the significance of interconnects in IC Design ● understand the role of
repeaters ● get an insight on transmission line parameters of VLSI interconnects ●
understand the novel solutions for on-chip interconnects.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (7 lectures): Moore’s Law, Technological trends, ITRS; Interconnect dimensions, 3D-interconnect, definition of pitch,
concept of sheet resistance as applicable for interconnects; Aluminum interconnects, fabrication techniques, Electromigration,
Hillock formation, Junction Spiking; Copper Interconnect and low-k dielectric materials. Damascene process, Electroplating and
CMP
Module 2 (8 lectures): Interconnect resistance and capacitance; Distributed model of interconnect, single and multi rung
ladders, RC time delay, Elmore’s delay; Local and Global interconnect, interconnect length prediction – Rent’s rule and parameters;
Interconnect scaling (local and global): ideal, quasi-ideal, constant-R, constant dimension.
Module 3 (5 lectures): Analytical model of delay using lumped and distributed parameters; Repeater design and optimization.
Module 4 (6 lectures): Inductive parasitic: Effect of inductance, transmission line model of interconnects; skin effect and its
influence on resistance and inductance; Output drivers, reduced-swing circuits and advance interconnect techniques.
Module 5 (6 lectures): Cross-Talk: Theoretical basis of modeling cross-talk, capacitive and inductive matrix, power distribution
noise
Module 6 (7 lectures): Emerging on-chip interconnects: CNT, Graphene, optical interconnects and so on.
Text:
● H. B. Bakoglu, “Circuits, Interconnections, and Packaging for VLSI”, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
● Jan M. Rabey, A. Chandrakasan and B. Nikolic , “Digital Integrated Circuits – A design perspective”, PHI.
● Sung-Mo Kang & Yusuf Lablebici, “CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits, Analysis & Design”, TMH Edition.
References:
● High-Speed VLSI Interconnects, Ashok K. Goel, John Wiley & Sons, 2007. ● Selected journal papers/IEEE.
● Advanced Nanoscale ULSI Interconnects: Fundamentals and Applications, Y.S. Diamand
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SEMESTER 2 | Subject: VLSI Technology | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
This course builds for knowledge of fabricating
semiconductor devices.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the student must be able to
 Describe the wafer fabrication process
 Understand the steps in fabricating an integrated circuit

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (5 Lectures): Introduction to VLSI technology: Device scaling and Moore’s law, CMOS IC technology, basic device
fabrication methods, alloy junction and planar process.
Module 2 (7 Lectures): Crystal growth: Czochralski and Bridgman techniques, Characterization methods and wafer specifications,
defects in Si and GaAs.
Module 3 (5 Lectures): Oxidation: Surface passivation using oxidation. Deal-Grove model, oxide characterization, types of
oxidation and their kinematics, thin oxide growth models, stacking faults, oxidation systems;
Module 4 (6 Lectures): Diffusion and ion-implantation: Solutions of diffusion equation, diffusion systems, ion implantation
technology, ion implant distributions, implantation damage and annealing, transient enhanced diffusion and rapid thermal
processing
Module 5 (5 Lectures): Epitaxy and thin film deposition: Thermodynamics of vapor phase growth, MOCVD, MBE, CVD, reaction
rate and mass transport limited depositions, APCVD/LPVD, equipments and applications of CVD, PECVD, and PVD
Module 6 (5 Lectures): Etching: Wet etching, selectivity, isotropy and etch bias, common wet etchants, orientation dependent
etching effects; Introduction to plasma technology, plasma etch mechanisms, selectivity and profile control plasma etch chemistries
for various films, plasma etch system
Module 7 (6 Lectures): Lithography: Optical lithography contact/proximity and projection printing, resolution and depth of focus,
resist processing methods and resolution enhancement, advanced lithography techniques for nanoscale pattering, immersion, EUV,
electron, X-ray lithography.
Books (No particular Text):
● Plummer, J.D., Deal, M.D. and Griffin, P.B., “Silicon VLSI Technology: Fundamentals, Practice and Modeling”, 3rd Ed., Prentice-Hall
● Sze, S.M., “VLSI Technology”, 4th Ed., Tata McGraw-Hill. ● Chang, C.Y. and Sze, S.M., “ULSI Technology”, McGraw-Hil ● Gandhi,
S. K., “VLSI Fabrication Principles: Silicon and Gallium Arsenide”, John Wiley and Son ● Campbell, S.A., “The Science and
Engineering of Microelectronic Fabrication”, 4th Ed., Oxford University Press.

SEMESTER 2 | Subject: Test and Verification of VLSI Circuits | OPEN ELECT. | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will learn the most recent, yet fundamental,
VLSI test and verification principles along with design for testability
(DFT) architectures in an effort to help them design better quality
products that can be reliably manufactured in large quantity.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
● Acquire knowledge about manufacturing defects, fault modeling and
collapsing. ● Model and simulate different types of faults in digital circuits at
various levels of abstraction ● Critique and compare various ATPG algorithms
for combinational and sequential circuits ● Acquire knowledge about various
verification techniques.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (9 lectures): Introduction to VLSI testing and verification, Defects and Faults, Functional and structural testing,
Physical faults and their modeling, Fault Coverage, Single and multiple stuck-at fault model, Fault collapsing, Fault Equivalence and
dominance, Checkpoint theorem, Delay fault testing, Iddq testing.
Module 2 (5 lectures): Fault simulation, Algorithms for fault simulation: Serial, parallel, deductive and concurrent techniques;
Critical path tracing.
Module 3 (5 lectures): Test generation for combinational circuits: Boolean difference, D-algorithm, PODEM, etc.; Exhaustive,
random and weighted test pattern generation; aliasing and its effect on fault coverage.
Module 4 (5 lectures): Test pattern generation for sequential circuits: ad-hoc and structured techniques; scan path and LSSD,
boundary scan. Design for testability.
Module 5 (5 lectures): Built-in self-test techniques, System-on-chip (SoC) testing, Low-power testing.
Module 6 (5 lectures): PLA testing: cross-point fault model, test generation, easily testable designs; Memory testing:
permanent, intermittent and pattern-sensitive faults; test generation.
Module 7 (5 lectures): Design verification techniques based on simulation, analytical and formal approaches. Functional
verification. Timing verification. Formal verification. Basics of equivalence checking and model checking. Hardware emulation.
Text: ● M.L. Bushnell and V.D. Agrawal, “Essentials of Electronic Testing for Digital, Memory and Mixed-Signal VLSI Circuits”,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2009. ● William K Lam, “Hardware Design Verification: Simulation and Formal Method-Based
Approaches”, Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor Design Series, 2005. References: ● M. Abramovici, M.A. Breuer and A.D.
Friedman, “Digital Systems and Testable Design”, Jaico Publishing House, 2002. ● N.K Jha and S.Gupta, “Testing of Digital
Systems”, Cambridge University Press, 2003. ● P.K. Lala, “Digital Circuit Testing and Testability”, Academic Press, 2002. ● A.L.
Crouch, “Design Test for Digital IC's and Embedded Core Systems”, Prentice all International, 2002.
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SEMESTER 4 | Subject: Advanced Solid State Devices | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
The course provides an opportunity for students to undertake
advanced study and research in variety of different
semiconductor devices and applications. Topics include the
background solid state and semiconductor physics whish serves
to understand various optoelectronic and microwave devices

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to
 Understand the physics of advanced semiconductor electronic devices along with
their charge transport mechanisms.
 Understand and analyze the behavior of high performance devices, device operation,
and device characteristics.
 Understand how device design affects performance.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (9 Lectures)
Bonds, crytstal lattices, crystallographic planes and directions, direct and indirect semiconductors and their comparison for optical
applications, optical processes of absorption and emission, radiative and non-radiative deep level transitions, phase and energy
band diagrams of binary, ternary and quaternary alloys, determination of cross-over compositions and band structures.
Module 2 (10 Lectures)
Heterostructures: Introduction, abrupt isotype/anisotype junctions, band diagrams and band off-sets, electrical and optoelectronic
properties, symmetrical and asymmetrical p-n diodes and their characteristics, 2-Dimensional Electron Gas (2- DEG).
Module 3 (11 Lectures)
Heterostructure devices: HBT, MOSFET, MESFET, HEMT/MODFETs, quantum well and tunneling structures, lasers, LED and
photodetectors, optoelectronic IC’s and strained layer structures.
Module 4 (9 Lectures)
High frequency devices: Design of high frequency amplifiers and oscillators, Resonant tunneling structures, RTD Oscillators;
Intervalley scattering, Gunn diodes, IMPATT diodes, Step recovery diodes.
Text:
● S. M. Sze, “Physics of Semiconductor Devices”, Wiley, 3e, 2008. ● Robert Pierret, “Semiconductor Device Fundamentals,” Pearson
Education, 2006. ● B. G. Streetman and S. K. Banerjee, “Solid State Electronic Devices,” Prentice Hall India, 2014.
References: ● M. S. Tyagi, “Introduction to Semiconductor Materials and Devices”, John Wiley, 2004. ● Jasprit Singh, “Electronic
and Optoelectronic Properties of Semiconductor Structures”, (Cambridge University Press, 2003)
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SEMESTER 4 | Subject: Mixed Signal VLSI Design | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will learn the design and analysis of
fundamental mixed signal building blocks like comparators,
switched capacitor circuits, ADCs, DACs and PLLs.

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the students must be able to design
● the fundamental blocks like sample and hold, comparators and switched capacitor
circuits ● Nyquist rate and Oversampling Analog to Digital converters ● Nyquist rate
Digital to Analog converters ● Voltage controlled Oscillators and Phase locked loops.

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (9 lectures)
Analog and discrete-time signal processing, introduction to sampling theory, Analog continuous-time filters: passive and active
filters, Basics of analog discrete-time filters and Z-transform, Switched-capacitor filters: Nonidealities, filter architectures and
applications.

Module 2 (22 lectures)
Basics of data converters: Successive approximation ADCs, Dual slope ADCs, High-speed ADCs (e.g. flash ADC, pipeline ADC,
Hybrid ADC structures and related architectures), High-resolution ADCs (e.g. delta-sigma converters), DAC, Mixed-signal layout.
Module 3 (8 lectures)
Voltage and Current-mode signaling and data transmission, Introduction to frequency synthesizers and synchronization, Basics of
PLL, Analog and Digital PLL, Delay locked loops.
Text:
● CMOS Mixed Signal Circuit Design, R. Jacob Baker, Wiley Press, 2nd Edition, 2008. ● Analog Design Essentials, Willy M. C.
Sansen, Springer International Edition, 1st Edition, 2006.
References:
● Design of Analog CMOS Integrated Circuits, Behzad Razavi, McGraw Hill Indian Edition (2nd Edition), 2017. ● CMOS Circuit
Design, Layout and Simulation, R. Jacob Baker, Wiley IEEE Press, 3rd Edition, 2010. ● CMOS Analog Circuit Design , Phillips E.
Allen and Douglas R. Holberg, Oxford Press International Edition, 3rd Edition, 2012. ● Analog Integrated Circuit Design, Tony Chan
Carusone, David A. Johns, Kenneth W. Martin, Wiley Press, 2nd Edition, 2011.

SEMESTER 4 | Subject: Nanoelectronics | D ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
The miniaturization of electronic devices has reached
the limits of classical concepts of electron transport,
thus necessitating the novel devices based on
quantum mechanical concepts which are covered in
this course on nanoelectronics

Learning Outcomes:
 Understanding the essentials of quantum mechanics and solid state physics which form the
basis of nanoelectronics.
 Knowing the fundamentals of electronic transport in nanostructures
 Applying the basic concepts for obtaining the characteristics of some nanoelectronic devices
 Studying the main fabrication techniques involved

Course Structure (39 Lectures)

Module 1 (4 Lectures): Trends in nanoelectronics, Characteristic lengths in mesoscopic systems, Semiconductor
heterostructures, Essentials of Quantum Mechanics: wave particle duality, Schrodinger’s equation, probability current density.
Module 2 (5 Lectures): The Physics of Low-Dimensional Semiconductors: Basic properties of two-dimensional semiconductor
nanostructures, Square quantum well of infinite and finite depth, Parabolic quantum wells, Quantum wires, Quantum dots.
Module 3 (5 Lectures): Density of states in lower dimensions, classical and quantum statistics of particles, carrier concentration
and Fermi level in semiconductors
Module 4 (5 Lectures): Tunnelling transport: Transfer matrix approach, Tunnelling through a potential barrier, Kronig Penney
model, potential energy profiles for material interfaces, resonant tunneling diode
Module 5 (5 Lectures): Classical and semiclassical transport, ballistic transport through a quantum wire, Landauer formula,
quantum resistance and conductance
Module 6 (5 Lectures): WKB method, Schottky barrier, applications of tunneling, field emission, hot electron effects in MOSFETs,
Scanning tunneling microscope
Module 7 (5 Lectures): Coulomb blockade in a nanocapacitor, tunnel junction, Coulomb blockade in a quantum dot circuit, Single
electron transistor
Module 8 (5 Lectures): Fabrication techniques for nanostructures: Nanolithography, split-gate technology, self-assembly,
Characterization of nanostructures
Text: ● Fundamentals of Nanoelectronics, George. W. Hanson, Pearson (2009). ● Introduction to Nanoelectronics, V.V. Mitin, V. A.
Kochelap and M. A. Stroscio, Cambridge University Press (2009). References: ● The Physics of Low-Dimensional Semiconductors,
J. H. Davies, Cambridge University Press (1997). ● Quantum Transport- Atom to Transistor, Supriyo Dutta, Cambridge University
Press (2005)
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SEMESTER 4 | Subject: Embedded System Design | OPEN ELECTIVE | L-T-P : 3-0-0
Course Philosophy:
With this course students will learn to design different types of
microcontroller and processor based embedded systems for
instructing and controlling various types of automations

Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course, the student must be able to
 Classify different types of automations required in society and industries.
 Fulfill the requirements in automations by suitable embedded designs.
 Control the important processes and designed embedded systems in efficient way

Course Structure (39 Lectures)
Module 1 (12 Lectures)
Introduction to embedded system and to its different functional building blocks. Different processors for embedded system. 8051
Microcontroller Architecture: Memory Organization Input/Output Ports, Interrupts, Timers/Counter, Serial Communication, Power
Control. 8051 μC instructions and its assembly language programming Concepts.
Module 2 (13 Lectures)
Programming the 8051 μC. Interfacing of some other devices/peripherals with 8051 μC, e.g., LCD, ADC, DAC etc. Motor Control:
DC and Stepper motors. Some embedded system design applications using 8051 μC.
Von Neumann and Harvard architecture, CISC & RISC architecture. Some advanced microprocessors and microcontrollers for
embedded system.
Module 3 (14 Lectures)
Other common components of embedded system: Memory, Watchdog Timer, Real-time clock, Serial communication using I2C,
CAN, USB buses, Parallel communication using ISA, PCI, PCI/X buses.
Introduction to Real-Time Operating Systems: Tasks and Task States, Tasks and Data, Semaphores, and Shared Data; Some
popular RTOS. Different design phases and constraints of embedded system.
Text:
● The 8051 Microcontroller Based Embedded Systems, Manish K Patel, McGraw Hill Education (India), 2017.
References:
● M. A. Mazidi and J. G. Mazidi, "The 8051 Microcontroller and Embedded Systems", Prentice-Hall of India PVT LTD, 2011. ● K
Ayala, “The 8051 Microcontroller & Embedded Systems Using Assembly and C”, Ceneage Learning India PVT LTD, 2009.
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